
The global cement industry

- through the financial crisis; and beyond -



The global cement industry: agenda
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Pre-crisis
• where we were
• drivers
• demand growth

In-crisis 2009-10
• preservation of cash flow
• revenue-driven cost cutting
• debt reduction

Post-crisis
• cyclical recovery
• addressing financial performance
• markets structure & dynamics
• cash management

•Developing trends
•Conclusions 



The World has changed



Cost of the bail out – per head
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$1,879



Learning from mistakes
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“The past can 
hurt, but the 
way I see it, 
you can either 
run from it or 
learn from it”



The Banks
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The Banks
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Government debt and more regulation
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First Principles
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Civil servants will be more powerful – “the new investment 
bankers”

Public Private Partnership (PPP & PFI) is even more important; 
plus ‘asset management’

Be a legal eagle

Opportunities in developing markets…..

…..where many construction markets will double over the next 
10 years

Developing nations’ share of World trade has doubled since 
1995 to 40%



Surgical Cost Cutting
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Salary reduction and holidays; no bonus; and/or link pay to 
performance or budget

Sabbaticals; three and four days weeks

Merging subsidiaries; rationalising premises; sale and lease back of 
offices

Pay creditors more slowly; abandon employee perks; and eschew 
corporate entertainment (both as supplier and guest)



Darwinian Man matures
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Resourceful; adversity breeds innovation; population growth 
creates demand

Competitive advantage has a short shelf life

Prone to cyclicality; competitive pressures are endemic; being 
asked to do ‘more for less’

Quality and punctiliousness

“We are all salesmen”

Reputation is a fickle bedfellow



The Famous Five
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Cash is King

Be aware of change; and embrace it

“Construction is the infantry” (10.5% of Western European GDP)

Scale, spread and structure

TKF – “the killing fields”



Strategic options
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Growth by region

Growth by product or discipline

M&A: mergers & acquisitions

New external investors/private equity/public to private

Public listing/right issues/ share placings/ IPOs

Status quo



Strategic options 2
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China (the 21st Century’s new power); Australia (minerals, 
population growth & life expectancy is 79.7 years); Saudi Arabia’s 
KAFD is probably World’s largest construction project 

Water is the new oil – China has 20% of the World’s population 
but only 7% of its fresh water

M&A climate has turned sharply positive; and where $1 of assets 
is valued at more than $1

Being publicly listed: the FTSE 100 is up 67% since March 2009

Standing still is not a long term option



FTSE 100 recovery
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Dow Jones “V”
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Glass half full?
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Unless the paradigm has shifted, recovery will follow slump (as 
it always has), its nature will be different: ‘protected’ on the way 
down; and inevitably ‘protracted’ on  the way back

Risks persist, including: sovereign debt; unemployment; 
inflation; food and commodity pricing

Nonetheless, latest World Bank forecasts show GDP growth in 
developed world at 2.2% this year followed by 2.6 to 2.7% in 
2012-13; with developing nations growing at 6.3% in 2011-13

National budget deficits have been paid off before; and in the 
UK, for example, it spent £90 billion bailing out three banks and 
could already recoup £57 billion



Life after death: budget deficit reductions (% of GDP)
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Learning from mistakes
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“Why do we fall, 
Sir?

So that we can 
learn to pick 
ourselves up”



The cement industry
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....and now let’s talk about cement!



The cement industry: pre-crisis
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THE GLOBAL CEMENT INDUSTRY

What we had? What we saw ahead?

A great cash generative business High growth global markets, tight 
supply – demand balance

Why?

Loose monetary policy

Low cost of debt

Construction boom

Shortage of supply

Pre-crisis cement industry
drivers

Simple and easy



The cement industry: pre-crisis drivers
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The cement industry 
experienced:

Increasing demand

Inadequate supply

High capacity utilisation 

Rising input costs.......
.....but price increases above costs
... as a result:

Excellent financial performance

Excessive valuation of assets

Robust cash generation

Bankers keen to lend more

Added new capacity 
at an alarming rate

Excessive M&A 
activity (at peak 

prices)

Aided and abetted by issue of
government licenses

Increased financial 
leverage

Emergence of new 
entrants (emerging 

markets)



The cement industry: pre-crisis demand and capacity
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1991-2005 2006-2008

World excl. China 35-40 m tonnes 140 m tonnes

China * NA 125 m tonnes

Total NA 265 m tonnes

* Some significant replacements are included in these figures

By the end of 2008, the industry has

Committed to substantial capacity additions

Allowed “short term” players to enter

Increased its debt position

Demand growth:

Capacity growth:

1985-1995 1995-2005 2005-2008

World excl. China 2.0% 3.0% 7.0%

China 4.0% 4.5% 9.5%



The cement industry: in-crisis 2009-10
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Crisis
Demand reversals and two tier profile

-developed markets saw catastrophic reversals
-emerging markets were mostly stable with some growth

Prices:
estimated declines of over 15% in the 2009-10 period 

Costs:
eased, initially, but then rose steadily through 2010; and they are now more than 
30% up year on year

Supply –demand balance:
-overcapacity in a number of markets including some emerging markets
-new capacity additions kept on coming (2009-10 >200 m tonnes excl. China
and >400 m tonnes incl. China)

Capacity Utilisation:
low rates in majority of markets; and in Europe and the USA they dropped to below 
60%



The cement industry: in crisis 2009-10
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A survival mode – rational behaviour

Preservation of free cash flow
- reduce maintenance and operational improvement projects
- cut growth initiatives (organic and acquisitions)
- tighten working capital 

Cost cutting initiatives, including SG&A and revenue-driven cost 
reductions

Targeted debt reduction through restructuring and issue of equity

HOW DID THE INDUSTRY BEHAVE IN THIS ENVIRONMENT?

Despite decisive action.....

Financial performance deteriorated further

Price wars broke out

New capacity kept on coming 

Have cement companies done enough to secure their long term prosperity?



The cement industry: post-crisis drivers
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Strategic drivers in 
the pre-crisis 
period:

Strategic drivers 
during the crisis 
(2009-10)

Additional capacity Preservation of 
Free Cash Flow

Excessive M&A Revenue driven 
cost cutting 
initiatives

Increased leverage Reduce debt 
burden

Are there different drivers for the cement industry post-crisis?

Should the cement companies be addressing these new drivers?

Strategic drivers in the 
post-crisis period

Cyclical recovery

Continue addressing 
financial performance

Improve market 
structure and dynamics

Effective cash 
management



The cement industry: post-crisis drivers
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Cyclical recovery

Some facts:

Demand is expected to improve in 2011 and 2012

Costs are expected to increase by low double digits in 2011 
(although there has been some lull recently)

New capacity is expected to be in excess of 420 million tonnes 
in the next 3-4 years (c 20% of crisis levels)

Pricing – there is an improving trend driven by:
-cyclical recovery
-behaviour of cement players (cost recovery etc)

Capacity utilisation is rising; but still well below pre-crisis levels

“A rising tide lifts all boats”



The cement industry: post-crisis drivers
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Strategic drivers in 
the pre-crisis 
period:

Strategic drivers 
during the crisis 
(2009-10)

Additional capacity Preservation of 
Free Cash Flow

Excessive M&A Revenue driven 
cost cutting 
initiatives

Increased leverage Reduce debt 
burden

Are there different drivers for the cement industry post crisis?

Should the cement companies be addressing these new drivers?

Strategic drivers in the 
post crisis period

Cyclical recovery

Continue addressing 
financial performance

Improve market 
structure and dynamics

Effective cash 
management



The cement industry: address financial performance
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Increase  capacity utilisation

Drivers for full capacity utilisation – a long term approach

Shut down capacity

Lower substitution rates

Selling beyond indigenous market (exports) 

Achieve long term low cost position

Shut down capacity 

effective per se; even more when by the whole industry

upstream and downstream closures

optimum production configuration is vital

Politically sensitive solutionsLower substitution rates

natural and man made extenders……

….but consider cost/benefits; and environmental impact



The cement industry: exports
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Cement was a scarce resource:

Quality and marketing 

Port facilities at source

Trading expertise

Users of imported cement

Terminals, grinding plants, bagging plants

Downstream assets:
- Readymix concrete, concrete products
- Dry mortars, screeds etc

Exports  - shift of “power”

Post-crisis

Pre-crisis

Power was with the cement 
producer (and the ship owner)

Power is now with the 
destination distribution 
and downstream assets

Securing markets at destination is the strategic imperative post-crisis

CO2 issue is a prime factor: selling credits rather than exporting



The cement industry: exports and CO2 credits
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We have written and presented widely on the impact of 
climate change legislation on the cement sector

In this particular instance:

A number of cement manufacturers elected to reduce production and curtailed 
exports (despite substantial demand reversal in their own markets).....

.....they sold CO2 credits in the open market and at c € 15 per tonne, it was a “nice 
little earner”

However, the authorities are now considering new allocations for CO2 credits and 
they may be some unpleasant surprises

The need to export is vital - in order to keep capacity utilisations at “acceptable”
levels for the authorities; but......

.....they are not competitive in many theoretical deficit markets – and new capacity 
additions are switching traditional deficit markets to oversupplied

Did you know that many producers can now only export exclusively to their own 
assets located in destination markets?



The cement industry: achieve long term low cost position
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Cement prices

Demand

During the crisis:

Revenue related cost cutting (i.e. the less you sell, the 
more you need to lower costs)

Forced asset sales

Most majors have done this and done it well!

Long term and more sustainable gains:

Operational:
-manufacturing
-distribution

Strategic:
-assess asset portfolio 
-proactively seek superior investment opportunities
-increase corporate activity

There is opportunity in adversity:
- seek out and eliminate waste

-reconfigure the shape of the business



The cement industry: post-crisis drivers
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Strategic drivers in 
the pre-crisis 
period:

Strategic drivers 
during the crisis 
(2009-10)

Additional capacity Preservation of 
Free Cash Flow

Excessive M&A Revenue driven 
cost cutting 
initiatives

Increased leverage Reduce debt 
burden

Are there different drivers for the cement industry post crisis?

Should the cement companies be addressing these new drivers?

Strategic drivers in the 
post crisis period

Cyclical recovery

Continue addressing 
financial performance

Improve market 
structure and dynamics

Effective cash 
management



The cement industry: improve market structure and dynamics
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Asset valuations have not reached pre-crisis levels

Financial market perspective

Deterioration of financial performance

The financial markets have an empirical understanding of the real quality of 
earnings…..and they have also learned to recognise unattractive structures and 
dynamics – and proffer solutions

Market structure and dynamics

Consolidation

Vertical integration

Why and will they recover?

Recent study – “Define attractive cement markets”

The degree of consolidation

Access to low cost and uninterrupted energy sources

High growth



The cement industry: consolidation
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Pre-crisis, a period of “mega” deals, including:
Lafarge/Blue Circle; CEMEX/RMC & Rinker; Holcim/Aggregate Industries & Foster 

Yeoman; HeidelbergCement/Hanson; and Lafarge/Orascom

Did they consolidate the industry?

Yes, in certain markets, as the majors bought each other amid ‘irrational exuberance’……
….but high growth emerging markets continued to fragment

In 2009 and 2010  there were very few deals.
WHY?

There was a substantial mismatch between seller and buyer expectations



The cement industry: post-crisis consolidation agenda
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Pre-crisis beliefs

‘Global consolidation exists’

‘Buying out large competitors will lead to consolidation’

‘Mega deals make economic and strategic sense’

Post-crisis thinking

Regional or market by market approach

Smaller ‘intelligent’ deals that enhance existing positions

Asset swaps and rationalisation of market(s) presence

A consolidator’s agenda:

Define own sphere of influence

Identify committed versus transient players

Match buyer and seller expectations



The cement industry: vertical integration
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Our global survey on VI focused on meeting and interviewing senior cement and 
concrete managers

Categorical result: VI affects the sector positively because:

G
row

th
D

efensive



The cement industry: which markets are ready to VI?
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Characteristics: 

Open competitive markets with well established building codes

Markets with well established cyclical macroeconomics

Strong ready-mix players:
- threat of backward integration
- threat of imports

Markets with prices above ZIP (Zero Import Pricing)

Well established acquisition culture and funding facilities

Less committed owners:
- public ownership
- ownership by conglomerates 

No theoretical formula exists for identifying markets for 
vertical integration; but they have certain characteristics in common

Examine market characteristics over time – assess their development



The cement industry: post-crisis drivers
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Strategic drivers in 
the pre-crisis 
period:

Strategic drivers 
during the crisis 
(2009-10)

Additional capacity Preservation of 
Free Cash Flow

Excessive M&A Revenue driven 
cost cutting 
initiatives

Increased leverage Reduce debt 
burden

Are there different drivers for the cement industry post crisis?

Should the cement companies be addressing these new drivers?

Strategic drivers in the 
post crisis period

Cyclical recovery

Continue addressing 
financial performance

Improve market 
structure and dynamics

Effective cash 
management



The cement industry: more effective cash management
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For those who have cash – they must invest

Strengthening and investment growth projects

Organic expansion and acquisitions

Stringent allocation of capital

Value added opportunities

Numerous opportunities to invest and... the value gap between 
sellers and buyers is closing

For those who have no cash – it is all about survival

Cut costs, cut CAPEX, sell assets, squeeze working capital

Pass dividends and/or capital increases

Not about indiscriminately cutting CAPEX across the business; this is about 
highly selective resource allocation 



The cement industry: post-crisis trends
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Sector was among the hardest hit during the global financial 
crisis (but it still represents a large lump of capital)

There is little tangible respite at this time

A number of companies remain in the throes of restructuring in 
both operational and financial terms

But, the current economic climate and an ‘over active’ pre-
crisis period of corporate activity has led to……

……..truly exciting investment opportunities



The cement industry: regions, alternatives & deleveraging
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A two-tier regional growth path is now firmly embedded in the developed and 
emerging markets

Europe and the US have experienced a substantial reversal in construction activity 
(for example, homebuilding in the US is one fifth of its 1995 level)….

….while emerging nations/regions such as China, India, MENA - notwithstanding 
recent upheavals - and Brazil continue to grow (it exports more to China than to 
the US)

The palpable shift to sustainable construction has led to numerous alternative and 
innovative solutions in building materials/products and in construction methods 
and techniques; and….

….embryonic climate change legislation is providing impetus

Numerous industry players (large and small) embarked on over-ambitious 
expansion initiatives pre-crisis, fuelled, primarily, by availability/price of funding….

….they are now highly geared and, in the absence of an imminent earnings 
recovery, in urgent need of deleveraging through divestments, capital raising plus 
mergers and acquisitions 



The cement industry: prepare for the cyclical recovery
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Empirically, ‘the cycle is the cycle’ but this time it is different and more 
protracted due to concerted, multi-lateral national bailouts

For many industry participants, the down turn was the worst in their 
experience; but we are all now ‘older and wiser’

This has led to new and imaginative attitudes towards cost cutting, 
including short-time working and sabbaticals (instead of redundancies), 
moth-balling capacity (and not permanent closure) plus the deferral, 
rather than cancellation, of investment

As the cyclical recovery unfolds, surviving industry participants will be 
bigger, stronger and well able to revisit investment plans

We expect significant pent-up demand for both organic expansion and 
mergers and acquisitions – especially where local players have emerged 
in higher growth regional markets



The cement industry: conclusions 
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New strategic drivers for the post-crisis era

Cyclical recovery
- be ready to capture growth

Continue addressing financial performance
-long term cost structure and business model
-the export dilemma

Improve market structure and dynamics
-consolidation 
-vertical integration

Effective cash management
-‘intelligent’ deal making
-tight capital allocation

Not forgetting the extraneous influences of:
-climate change legislation

-constant interference from various authorities
-seismic geopolitical tensions in many regions



Related articles
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Publication Date Article 
CemWeek – global cement internet 
portal

June 2009 The current economic climate and the opportunities for 
cash rich cement players

World Cement Magazine August 2009 Guest Comment – M&A activity in the sector

CemWeek – global cement internet 
portal

October 2009 Interview following article on the cement sector. Views on 
M&A activity.

CemWeek – global cement internet 
portal

February 
2010

Will global environmental legislation diminish value in the 
cement industry?

Arab Union of Cement and Building 
Materials – Quarterly review

March 2010 Will global environmental legislation diminish value in the 
cement industry?

World Cement website April 2010 Is the cement sector subject to unnecessary interference 
by the authorities?

CemWeek – global cement internet 
portal

October 2010 A mini-series of three essays on the strategic aspects of 
vertical integration 

Arab Union of Cement and Building 
Materials – Quarterly review

March 2011 A mini-series of three essays on the strategic aspects of 
vertical integration 



The industry experts
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What we do: How we deliver:


